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the best thing about flawless is that it reveals itself slowly, allowing the listener to soak up its emotional gravity. elle varner, the women of love and hip hop and the world at large that need desperately to hear the words, will find a cause for endless appreciation in these nine songs. they
explore elle varners background, her relationship with her loved ones, and the everyday struggles that all of us face. the album is as much about overcoming internal obstacles as those that manifest on the outside of the world. but, theres a confidence that emerges from the album that is

immensely comforting. with flawless, elle varner has once again proved her true worth. the late, great aretha franklin always said that music can lift us up or pull us down. in the case of the former, unbreakable lives up to that claim. the soul-baring breakout hit of the summer is the first single
from unbreakable and it tells the tale of a woman who just wants to be held and protected. the song is a perfect introduction to the album, which features aretha s trademark vocals, but also an array of artists. on a song like love in this club, she gives a shout-out to elle varner. were never

gonna fall in love again/imma live for the thrill of the chase/wont be holding out on ya/i won t let go of love. the title track finds her singing alongside the young toni braxton. the song has an energy that just flows through the track. its a feel-good song in the best way. c.h. as a native of
oakland, california, k. michelle has been singing in church since she was six years old. with a true gift for singing, she knew she wanted to pursue music at an early age. the young r&b singer has been compared to early r&b and soul singer, mariah carey. her debut solo album, the glamorous
life is her first to be released independently. her second, love and hip hop, put the spotlight on the 23-year-old. on the album, michelle gives us some of her best work to date. lala la la is a catchy, upbeat track. while get up is a soulful song, the album features two soulful ballads. these tracks

are a reminder that k michelle can go from club bangers to ballads. the album also features a classic, shut up, stop whining. michelle stays true to her southern roots on the song, while adding soul with some help from david foster.
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elle varner, a 22 year old brooklyn resident hailing from los angeles, spent most of her childhood in green rooms and witness her
parents' battle to make their mark in the music industry. while music runs through her veins, her ear for harmony, melody and

complex rhythm was nurtured after attending amazing grace conservatory in los angeles. elle continued on her destined path and
went on to graduate from nyu's esteemed clive davis program of recorded music, where she was named the most likely to get
signed and most likely to win a grammy. a few years later elle was signed to an album deal with mbk entertainment/j records

(home of alicia keys). elle was one of the first artists featured in the bet music matters campaign and performed on the bet awards
2010, the highest rated and most watched awards show on all of cable tv. elle's unparallel sound is a combination of r&b funk and
meticulous rhythm with an added quirkiness as showcased throughout her debut album perfectly imperfect. varner auditioned for
robinson after his friends heard her perform at a new york club. born gabrielle varner in los angeles to showbiz parents her mom
sang background vocals for barry white, while her dad played, composed and produced for the manhattans and the temptations
varner grew up listening to ella fitzgerald, burt bacharach and other 60s-era soul and pop acts. hanging out during her parents

recording sessions, she was inspired to play guitar, drums and piano, penning her first song at 15 while attending the academy of
music at l.a.s hamilton high school. a coveted invitation to attend new york universitys clive davis institute of recorded music

brought varner to the east coast, where she really blossomed. 5ec8ef588b
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